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Abstract— Travel planning and recommendation is an 

important problem in day to day life. Social media (e.g 

facebook, flicker, twitter) offers great opportunities to 

address many riddle for instance. This paper presents a 

Travel route recommendation by mining travelogues and 

community contributed photos, which are gained by this 

Social media using cosine similarity method. Unlike  most 

existing travel recommendation approaches is not only 

personalized to user travel interest but also able to produce 

the travel route rather than individual point of interest (POI) 

.By constructing topical package space it mined to bridge 

the gap between user travel preference and travel route. We 

used the two complementary social media travelogue and 

community contributed photos we map the both user and 

routes textual description to the topical package space and 

generate user package and route package it consist of Topic 

interest, cost, season and time. To recommend personalized 

travel route first famous routes are ranked according to 

similarity between user package and route package. Then 

top ranked routes are further optimised by social similar 

users travel record. 

Key words: Travel recommendation, geo-tagged photos, 

social media, and information retrieval 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic travel recommendation is important in search and 

industry where big media offer great opportunity to address 

many challenges for instance, GPS estimation and travel 

recommendation .travelogues websites (e.g. 

www.travelougeindia.com) offer rich text description about 

landmark and travelling experience written by users. And 

community contributed photos with metadata (e.g. tags, geo-

tags, date taken) on social media records users’ daily life 

and travel experience. These data are not only useful for 

reliable POI mining but also gives an opportunity to 

recommend personalized travel route. 

There are two main challenges for automatic travel 

recommendation. First, recommended route should be 

personalized to user interest since different user may prefer 

different types of POI. And second one is important to 

recommend sequential travel route rather than individual 

POI. It is more difficult and time consuming for plan travel 

route than individual POI because the relationship between 

the location and opening time of different POI should be 

considered. For example it may still not be good 

recommendation if all the POI recommended for one day is 

in four corner of the city, even though the user may be 

interested in all four POI. Personalized travel route 

recommendation recommends the POIs and route by mining 

users travel record [13]. The most famous method is 

location based Location based collaborative filtering (LCF). 

In LCF, similar social users are measured based on the 

location co-occurrence of previously visited POIs. Then 

POIs are ranked based on similar user’s visiting records. 

However, existing studies haven’t well solved the two 

challenges. For the first challenge, most of the travel 

recommendation works only focused on user topical interest 

mining but without considering other attributes like 

consumption capability. For the second challenge, existing 

studies focused more on famous route mining but without 

automatically mining user travel interest. It still remains a 

challenge for most existing works to provide both 

“personalized” and “sequential” travel package 

recommendation. To address the challenges mentioned 

above, we propose a Topical Package Model (TPM) 

learning method to automatically mine user travel interest 

from two social media, community-contributed photos and 

travelogues. To address the first challenge, we consider not 

only user’s topical interest but also the consumption 

capability and preference of visiting time and season. As it 

is difficult to directly measure the similarity between user 

and route, we build a topical package space, and map both 

user’s and route’s textual descriptions to the topical package 

space to get user topical package model (user package) and 

route topical package model (route package) under topical 

package space. 

In offline module, we mine POIs and famous routes 

from community contributed photos, and obtain route’s 

packages through mapping travelogues, which are related to 

these routes, to the topical package space. Online module 

focuses on mining user package and recommending 

personalized POI sequence based on user package. First, 

tags of user’s photo set are mapped to topical package space 

to get user’s topical interest distribution. It is difficult to get 

user’s consumption capability directly from the textual 

descriptions of photos. But the topics user interested in 

could somehow reflect these attributes. For example, if a 

user usually takes part in luxurious activities like Golf and 

Spas, he is more likely to be rich. We combine user topical 

interest and the cost, time, season distribution of each topic 

to mine user’s consumption capability, preferred visiting 

time and season. After user package mining, we rank 

famous routes through measuring user package and routes 

package. At last, we optimize the top ranked routes through 

social similar user’s travel records in this city. Social similar 

users are measured by the similarity of user packages. The 

main contributions of this paper are concluded as: 

Our work is personalized travel recommendation 

rather than a general recommendation. We automatically 

mine user’s travel interest from user contributed photo 

collections including consumption capability, preferred time 

and season which is important to route planning and difficult 

to get directly.  

We recommend personalized POI sequence rather 

than individual travel POIs. Famous routes are ranked 
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according to the similarity between user package and route 

package, and top ranked famous routes are further optimized 

according to social similar user’s travel records. 

We propose Topical Package Model (TPM) 

method to learn users and route’s travel attributes. It bridges 

the gap of user interest and routes attributes. We take 

advantage of the complementary of two big social media to 

construct topical package space. The remainder of this paper 

is organized as follows. Related studies on travel 

recommendation are reviewed in Section II. Section III 

introduces the overview of our system and mathematical 

module and algorithm in section IV. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In last few years, POI recommendation and Travelogue 

mining is based on ranking the POI searched and travel by 

multiple user. There is improvement introducing concept of 

content based mining collaborative filtering and Topic based 

mining the previous work on travel sequence 

recommendation is listed below. 

J. Bao, et.al, [2] learns the preferences of the users 

from her location history and models the preferred ideas 

with a weighted category hierarchy (WCH) and further 

approximately calculating the similarity between the two 

user’s preferences by calculating the similarity of WCHs 

between the two users. This method adds to user preference 

modelling and managing the data sparseness problem for 

location recommendations. 

D. M. Blei, et.al, [3] described latent Dirichlet 

allocation, a versatile generative probabilistic model for 

collecting discrete information. LDA is established on an 

easy ex-changeability assumption for the various words and 

topics in a document. It is so accomplished by a 

straightforward application of de Finetti's illustration 

theorem. LDA is considered as a dimensionality reduction 

technique within the principle of LSI however with proper 

basic generative probabilistic semantics that's logical for the 

kind of information that it models. 

A. Cheng, et.al, [4] focuses on the customized 

recommendation framework to provide not solely a context-

aware recommendation system however also a route 

planning application before the journey is initiated. The 

personalization is achieved by adopting specific user 

profiles with the automatically detected people attributes 

(e.g., gender, age and race) along with the trips undertaken. 

M. Clements,et.al., [5] predicts similar locations 

based on the user's geotags in a geographically remote 

location and view statistical enhancements over all users 

that visited largest cities and provides an example of 

efficient recommendation based on an artificial user profile 

and define a resemblance between the geotag distributions 

of two users based on a Gaussian kernel convolution. The 

geotags of most of the similar users are then combined to 

relocate the popular locations in the destined city 

personalized for this user. 

H. Gao, et.al, [7] systematically studied the content 

information on LBSNs for POI recommendation and 

investigated various kinds of content data on LBSNs in 

terms of sentiment indications, user interests, and POI 

properties and model them below a unified POI 

recommendation framework. 

 Zheng, et.al. [20] Has proposed to deploy the 

activity correlation and location correlation of the user with 

regard to the location features to regularize the factorization 

of a location-activity matrix for location and activity 

recommendation. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system we proposed is personalized travel route 

recommendation which could automatically mine users 

travel attribute such as topical interest, consumption 

capability, preferred time and season. 

Topic package space in which the four travel 

distribution of each topic are described by (1) 

Representative tag mining from travelogue which described 

POIs within the same topic; (2) The average consumer 

expenditure of POIs within this topic, which are also mined 

from travelogue; (3) Distribution of visiting season of the 

twelve months mined by date taken attached with 

community contributed photos; (4) Distribution of visiting 

time during the day from travelogue. The usage of topic 

package space is to bridge the gap between user interest and 

the attributes of routes, since it is difficult to directly 

measure the similarity between user and travel sequence. 

From mapping both user information and route information 

to the same space, we get the quantitative standard to 

measure the similarity of user and routes.  

User topical package model (user package) is learnt 

from mapping the tags of user’s photos to topical package 

space. It contains user topical interest distribution α (U), user 

consumption capability β (U), preferred travel time 

distribution γ (U) and preferred travel season distribution ϛ 
(U). 

Route topical package model (route package) is 

learnt from mapping the travelogues related to the POIs on 

the route to topical package space. It contains route topical 

interest α (R); route’s cost distribution β (R), route’s time 

distribution γ (R) and season distribution ϛ (R). 

 
Figure 1 System overview. The framework 

contains offline module and online module. To begin with, 

in offline module, the topical package space is mined from 

web-based social networking consolidating travelogues and 

group contributed photographs. Properties which are mined 

from travelogues are and from group contributed 

photographs. The second step is route package mining by 

mapping travelogues identified with the POIs on the course 

to the topical package space. In the online module, the user 

package is mined from mapping the labels of users 

photograph set to the topical package space. In route 
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suggestion module, to start with, we utilize likeness 

estimation to rank renowned travel routes. At that point best 

positioned route are additionally upgraded by social 

comparative users travel records. 

 Fig.1 illustrates the framework, which consists of 

offline and on line module. The offline module targets at 

getting ready topical package deal space and mining poi and 

well-known direction and their topical package deal 

fashions. It includes the subsequent parts: 1) social media 

mining and topical package space construction, 2) routes 

package deal mining. The online module is targeting mining 

consumer’s tour interest and recommending journey routes 

which incorporates two steps: 1) routes ranking, 2) routes 

optimizing 

A. Social Media Mining And Topical Package Space 

Construction 

Our topic package deal space is the extension of textual 

descriptions of topics. We use the topical package space to 

degree the similarity of the user topical version bundle 

(person package deal) and the path topical model bundle 

(course bundle). In our paper, we assemble the topical 

package space through the aggregate of social media: 

travelogues and network-contribute images. To construct 

topical bundle space, travelogues are used to mine 

representative tags, distribution of cost and travelling time 

of every topic, at the same time as community-contributed 

pictures are used to mine distribution of visiting time of 

every subject matter. 

SR 

No 
Notation Description 

01 u User 

02 p POI 

03 r Travel route 

04 c Topic 

05 U Set of users 

06 P Set of POI 

07 N Number of topic 

08 nU Number of tags of users photo sets 

09 nR Number of tags of routes photo sets 

10 α (U) Distribution of users topical interest 

11 β(U) Distribution of users consumption 

capability 

12 γ(U) 
Distribution of users preferred travel 

time 

13 ϛ(U) 
Distribution of users preferred travel 

season 

14 α (P) Distribution of POI topics 

15 β(P) Distribution of POIs cost 

16 γ(P) Distribution of POIs visiting time 

17 ϛ(P) Distribution of POIs visiting season 

18 α (R) Distribution of routes topics 

19 β(R) Distribution of routes cost 

20 γ(R) Distribution of routes visiting time 

21 ϛ(R) Distribution of routes visiting season 

22 𝝓𝒊,𝒋 Similarity between route ri and user uj 

23 Us Set of similar user 

24 nS Number if similar users 

Table 1: Mathematical Notation & Description 

The motives for using the aggregate of social 

media are (1) travelogues are greater comprehensive to 

explain a place than the tags with the photographs that are 

with such a lot of noises; (2) it's far tough to mine a user’s 

consumption capability and the cost of POIs at once through 

the photos or the tags with the photographs; (3) to season, 

even though each media could provide correct visiting 

season records of POIs, the number of images of a POI is far 

larger than the number of travelogues. (4) The time 

distinction among in which the user lives and the “data 

taken” of community contributed photographs of where she 

or he visits make the taken time misguided. 

Routes Package Mining 

We first of all mine POIs package deal consisting 

of POI topical interest distribution α (P), POI cost 

distribution β (P), time distribution γ (P) and season 

distribution ϛ (P). Then to every route, we average all of the 

POIs at the route to get route topical package model. 

POI may additionally appear in more than one 

topic, so we couldn't definitely decide a topic have to be 

classified to a positive topic. Topic distribution could mirror 

the different degree of the POI in the direction of each topic. 

We map the processed travelogues associated with 

this POI to the topical package space to provide the POI’s 

topical distribution as α (P) = [ξ 1(P)... ξ k (P)...  ξ N (P)]. 

The un normalized POI’s topical interest closer to ck, 

denoted as    ξ k (P)' is described as.  

𝜉 𝑘
(𝑃)′

= ∑ 𝑥𝑖,𝑘
𝑛𝑃

𝑖=1
                                (1). 

Where nP is the number of different tags of all the 

travelogues related to this POI. 

B. Route Ranking 

Assume R = [r1; r2.......r n] is a set of n travel routes mined 

offline. We rank those routes consistent with the similarity 

among user package and routes packages. 

For user uj and route ri, we degree the similarity of 

every attribute among topical interest, cost, time and season, 

denoted as ϕi j(α),  ϕi,j(β),  ϕi,j(γ) ,  ϕi,j(ϛ), respectively. 

Take the attribute of topical interest for instance and 

remaining also calculated in identical manner. To calculate 

ϕi j (α), cosine distance is carried out to degree the similarity 

of α (U) and α (R) as:                        

                  𝜙𝑖,𝑗
𝛼 =

( 𝛼𝑖
(𝑅)

.𝛼𝑗
(𝑈)

) 

|| 𝛼𝑖
(𝑅)

||.||𝛼𝑗
(𝑈)

||
                               (2) 

After getting ϕi j
(α),  ϕi,j

(β),  ϕi,j
(γ) ,  ϕi,j

(ϛ),  we 

ensemble the similarities of these four attributes as the 

overall similarity between uj and ri as 

ϕi j 
 =   ϕi j

(α) +  ϕi,j
(β) +  ϕi,j

(γ)  +  ϕi,j
(ϛ)             (3) 

Then [r1; r2;rn ] are ranked according to the order 

of ϕi j(α) from high to low. The ranked set of routes is 

denoted as R ̂.If the route meets user’s interest; the rating 

might be high, and it might be ranked at the top of the 

routes.  

C. Route optimizing  

After POI and route ranking we get a set of ranked route R ̂ 

.Fig.2 indicates the flow of route optimizing module. There 

are 4 POIs P1, P2, P3 and P4 on the well-known route. First 

of all, we delete the POI with lowest reputation among 

similar users on this route. In Fig2(a), P2 is the 

inappropriate POI and we delete it. Secondly, we choose a 

list of POIs P5, P7 etc., which can be most famous amongst 

social similar user’s travel information. In Fig.2(b), P5, that 

is on the top of the list of POIs recommended by using 
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similar users, but no longer on the famous route should be 

considered to be added on the route. We calculate each 

distance after including P5 at a different area. We add P5 

between P1 and P3, because the greater distance of 

including P5 among P1 and P3 is shorter than greater 

distance of including P5 among P3 and P4. Then we need to 

consider whether or not the POI is on the way for both space 

and time.  

 
Figure 2 Flow of route optimizing. First, social 

similar users are mined according to topical package 

models. Then POIs are ranked according to similar user’s 

visiting records. In route optimizing step, in (a), POI P2 is 

the POI less relative to the user’s interest. So we delete it. In 

(b), we try to find the best location for the new POI P5. And 

in (c), the optimized route is regenerated. The new POI is in 

the middle of POI P1 and POI P3. 

For time, we calculate if the time distribution of P5 

has overlapped with P1 or P3. If it is on the way, we get the 

new route like Fig.2 (c). If not, we do not add P5, but 

process the next top ranked POI, P7. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

Algorithm used for travel route recommendation is as 

follows which is based on cosine similarity between user 

package and route package 

   

Input:    Travelogues and community contributed photos. 

Output: Optimized top rank route 

Step1:  User input to system = POI, cost, season and time 

Step2:  Mapped user input with the travelogue and by 

 using tf/idf score of travelogues, and community 

 contributed photos 

Step3: Compute similarity score by using cosine 

 similarity 

𝜙𝑖,𝑗
𝛼 =

( 𝛼𝑖
(𝑅)

. 𝛼𝑗
(𝑈)

) 

|| 𝛼𝑖
(𝑅)

||. ||𝛼𝑗
(𝑈)

||
 

Step4: Repeat Step3 for ϕi,j
(β),  ϕi,j

(γ) ,  ϕi,j
(ϛ), 

Step5: Calculate overall similarity by using 

ϕi j 
 =   ϕi j

(α) +  ϕi,j
(β) +  ϕi,j

(γ)  +  ϕi,j
(ϛ)  

Step6: Top ranked route according to order of ϕi j higher 

 to lower 

Step7:  Optimized route according to similar user record. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Analysis is achieved in steps POI recommendation and route 

recommendation wherein we compare Topical package 

model with recommendation by popularity (PO), 

collaborative filtering (CF) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA). 

A. Analysis of POI Recommendation 

1) Recommendation by popularity (PO):it is 

nonpersonalized recommendation. Most effective the 

popularity of the POIs is taken into consideration 

because the criterion of ranking. We degree the 

popularity consistent with the quantity of users who 

upload images associated with this POI. 

2) Recommendation by Collaborative Filtering (CF): 

initially, user-POI matrix is created from user’s location 

records. Then similar users are detected through this 

user-POI matrix. Eventually POIs are recommended 

based totally on similar user’s travel records. 

3) Recommendation by Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

(LDA): wherein only the community-contributed 

photographs are used. First the category of travel topics 

are mined by means of LDA by community-contributed 

photographs as a substitute the predefined travelogue 

category of travelogueindia. Then consumer topical 

interest is calculated by means of allocating user tags to 

topics. Other steps are similar to TPM. 

4) Recommendation by author topic model based 

Collaborative Filtering (ACFT): We additionally 

compare the state of art POI recommendation system. 

the principle differences among ATCF and our work 

are: (1) our POI recommendation model makes use of 

not only community-contributed photographs, but also 

travelogues, (2) in similar user mining part, we measure 

not most effective user’s topical interest, but 

additionally cost, time and season attributes, (3) our 

user’s travel interest are modelled by way of topical 

package model, which is learnt by means of mapping 

user’s tags to travelogues. 

Table II shows the recommendation of TPM (ours) 

on MAP@n in comparison with PO and CF, LDA and 

ATCF. The number of similar users nS=40. In TPM, the 

weights of all the four attributes are set as 1. 

Performance PO CF LDA ATCF TPM 

MAP@1 0.486 0.559 0.567 0.587 0.588 

MAP@5 0.355 0.431 0.436 0.448 0.465 

MAP@10 0.307 0.405 0.400 0.411 0.422 

MAP@20 0.264 0.351 0.354 0.354 0.364 

MAP@30 0.243 0.315 0.316 0.318 0.328 

Table 2: Performance of the Recommendation on Map@N 

by PO, CF, LDA, ATCF & TPM 

B. Analysis on Route Recommendation 

We compare our personalized routes recommendation with 

the other methods of routes planning as follows: 

1) Random Routes planning (RAM):  

This technique Constructs travel route by using randomly 

choosing 5 POIs. 
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Fig. 3: mean average precision of different techniques of 

POI recommendation 

2) Famous Routes planning (FAM):  

This technique recommends the famous routes but without 

ranking and optimizing. The recommended POIs for all of 

the users are the identical.  

3) Ranked famous Routes planning (RFA):  

This technique recommends the ranked famous routes 

according to user’s travel options but without optimizing. 

4) Optimized Routes planning (OPT):  

This technique includes the entire route recommendation 

system which includes route ranking and route optimizing. 

Performance RAM FAM RFA OPT 

MAP@1 0.47 0.58 0.64 0.78 

MAP@3 0.44 0.56 0.60 0.74 

MAP@5 0.40 0.53 0.55 0.68 

Table 3: Performance Ofrandom, Famous, Ranked Famous 

Optimized Routes Recommendation 

 
Fig. 4: shows the performance of random, famous, ranked 

famous optimized routes recommendation 

Table III shows the performance of RAM,FAM, 

RFA and OPT. We can see from the table that the score of 

RAM is poor and the score of OPT is the highest. Random 

planning performs the worst. Since it is not logical and 

rational, the distance will be far longer and it is time 

consuming for the user. RFA performs a little higher than 

FAM. To @Top1, the RFA is almost 5 percent higher than 

FAM, because the top ranked routes are more easily to meet 

user’s interest. To @Top3 and @Top5, the advantages of 

RFA become less significant. We analyse that the POIs on 

famous routes are not different from each other very 

much.OPT performs much higher because in this way, the 

system removes the POIs less meet user’s interest, and 

recommends POIs which meet user’s interest but not famous 

enough to be chosen when planning famous routes by social 

similar user’s travel records. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

in this paper, we proposed a travel route recommendation 

system by learning topical package construction from 

travelogue and community contributed photographs The 

advantages of our work are 1) the system automatically 

mined user’s and route’s travel topical choices together with 

the topical interest, cost, time and season, 2) we 

recommended not only POIs but also travel sequence, 

considering each the popularity and user’s travel preferences 

at the identical time. We mined and ranked famous routes 

based totally on the similarity between user package and 

route package. And optimized the top ranked famous routes 

according to social similar consumer’s travel information. 
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